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Elena Ruth Sassowero being duly siworn, deposes and says:

l. I am the pro se criminal appellant whose 6-month sentence of incarceration

for "disruption of Congress" will be fully served before my meritorious appeal can be

perfected argued, and decided by this Court.

2. This affidavit is submitted in support of a motion for the following relief:

(a) reargument reconsideration and renewal of this Court's July 7,
2004 order (per Steadman, Reid, Nebeker) denying, without reasons,
my motion to stay D.C. Superior Court Judge Brian Holeman's sentence
of incarceration and for my release pending appeal (Exhibit .,A");

(b) to sanction the U.S. Attorney for his materially deceitful opposition
papers to my motion for a stay and release pending appeal and to
require the three signators/would-be-signators of those papers to
identifu their knowledge of the state of the record before Judge
Holeman, including my April 6,2004 petition to this Court for a writ of
mandamus/prohibition for Judge Holeman's disqualification based on
his pervasive actual bias pretrial, meeting the "impossibility of fair
judgment" standard articulated by the U.S. Supreme Court in Liteky v.
u.s., I 14 s.ct lt47 (1994):

(c) to disqualii, Judge Nebeker based on his participation in this
court's April 8, 2004 order (per Farrell, Glickman, Nebeker) which -
without identifting any of the facts. law. or legal argument I presented -
denied my April 6, 2004 petition for a writ of mandamuslprotribiiion to
disqualiff Judge Holeman and the additional relief of certiorari and/or
certification of questions of law as to my entitlement to venue of this
case in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia pursuant to
D.C. 10-503.18, as well as denied my motion for a stay of the trial and



to disqualiff this Court's judges,

..8'); iality (Exhibit

(d) for disclosurc by Judges steadman and Reid of faca bearing on
their fairness and impartiality, with similar disclosure by Judge
Nebeker, if he does not disqualifu himself for the actual bias manifested
by the April 8. 2004 order;

(e) for rernoval/transfer of this case to the u.s. court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia for appellate review;

(0 for such other and further relief as may be just and proper, including,
if the foregoing is denied:

l. reinstating Judge Holeman's originally-announced 92-dav sentence
and vacating the 6-month sentence of incarceration;

2. defening the date for my perfecting the appeal herein to 90 days
from the date of my release from incarceration.
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INTRODUCTION

3. Due to my confinement, I have been severely handicapped in drafting this

motion. Not until July 14fr was I able to obtain my casefile and I do not yet have a copy of

the transcript of the June 28tr sentencing. Only now do I have access to the law library, but

on a very limited, irregular basis. There has been no one to orient me as to research materials

or to answer my question as to whether there is a working photocopier for making copies of

relevant law and decisions so that I might read them in my jail unig rather than huniedly

skim thern during my very brief library time. As there do not appear to be other pro se

litigantg the jail is tackling - perhaps for the first time - the questions I am asking about

facilities for typing, copying and procedures for mailing my papers to the Court and to mv

adversary, the U.S. Attorney. The answers have been tentative and uncertain.

Meanwhile, I have been informed by my attorney-mother, who has called the Court

on my behalf, that it has been extremely rcluctant to provide procedural information. This

includes confirmation that Rule 27(b)(3) requiring that reconsideration of orders on

procedural motions "be filed within l0 calendar days after the order is entered on the docket,,

applies to substantive motions and, if so, that July 17ft would be the tenth day with respect to

this Court's July 7s ordeq which, because it falls on a Saturday, would give me to Monday,

July l9s for my motion.

4- To avoid any inadvertent forfeiture of my rights, this motion will be given to

responsible jail personnel on Friday, July 16tr for appropriate transmittal to the Court. The

first section, pertaining to reargument, reconsideration, and renewal, is complete. The

subsequent sections, pertaining to the other relief sought by this motion, will be transmitted

on Monday, July 19fr.



5' A Court that denies a stay of incarceration pending appeal should be able to

state its reasons for doing so. This Court's July 7fr order @xhibit ,,A,) states no reasons for

denying that retief - giving rise to an inference that it could not support its denial. It is

axiomatic that reasons function as a check against arbitrary and improperly-motivated

conduct.

6. This Court's July 7tr order was also rendered prematurely - without affording

me the opportunity to respond to the U.S. Attorney's opposition papers - as to whictq

pursuant to this Court's Rule 27(a[5), I had 3 days to respond.

7- The U.S. Attorney's opposition papers were faxed at or about 5 p.m. July 6tr

to Mark Goldstone, my legal advisor who prepared the original June 28fr motion for a stay

and for release pending appeat, and to Andrew Frey and Fatima Goss of Mayer, Brown,

Rowe and Maw, LLP, attorneys who prepared the July 2nd supplemental brief - all 3

attorneys working on my behalf pro bono in recognition of the importance of this case.

Three hours later, Ms. Goss delivered to me in jail a copy of the u.S. Attomey's papers.

8. The next day, July 7tr, two other attomeys called the Court on my behalf,

inquiring about the time parameters for responding to the U.S. Attorney's opposition papers.

They were each told that the Court withholds decision for 3-5 days. The Court's order

denying the stay was that day.

9. Even without the benefit of my reply, the Court could readily recognize that

the U.S. Attorney's opposition papers were materially deceitful in that they omitted the

following pertinent facts presented by Mr. Goldstone's motion and/or the Mayer, Brown

supplemental brief;

t- By contrast, the Court gave reasons for denying the motion made on my behalf to proceed rn
forma pauperis, to wit, "the affidavit is incomplete',.

Such motion, which I have not seen, was made without my knowledge and cons€nt. I wilt notbe refiling for such relief. 
r Q-



(a) that I had moved to disqualiff Judge Holeman for "demonstrated bias" and
had presented this Court with a writ of mandamus/prohibition; (motion, pp. l, 2, 5);

(b) that the "disruption of Congrtss" crime for which I was charged,
prosecuted convicted, and incarcerated consisted of my respectful request to testif in
opposition at the senate Judiciary committee's May 

-22, 
;0$,,hearing,, to confirm

the nomination of New York Court of Appeals Judge Richard Wesley io the Second
Circuit Court of Appeals (motion, p. l; supp brief, pp. 2_3);

. 
(c) that Judge Holeman's 6-month jail sentence was sua sponte and without

basis in the record to wil,

"the government did not ask for jail time or even a stay away order in
their sentencing memorandumo and the U.S. Capitol police tr Senate
Judiciary did not put in papers requesting jail time csosA did not
recommend jail time (motion, p. 4);

(d) that there was nothing violent, threatening, or abusive in my crime
warranting the stay away order and other conditions of ludge Holeman's piobation
infringing upon my "constitutionally protected freedom of ipeech, association and
rights to petition Government,'(motion, p. 4; supp brief, p. 3);

(e) that I am co-founder and coordinator of the Center for Judicial
Accountability, Inc. (CJA), a non-profit judiciat reform organization (motion, p. 2);
that Judge Holeman's terms of probation infringed upon my ability to discharge my
professional duties (motion, p. 4); and that those terms included su-bmission to Judgl
Holeman of signed daily time sheets, accurate to lll0 hour of my employment as
CJA's coordinator (motion, p. 2).

10. It is by omitting entirely these materiat facts from its opposition papers that

the U.S. Attorney is able to purport that I made "only conclusory assertions about the legality

of my conviction and sentence" (at p. 6) and have presented "nothing in support,'of my claim

that the sentence, both imposed and original, is "unconstitutional and vindictive" (at pp. 9,

l0). Indeed, only by such concealment is the U.S. Attorney able to prctend that Judge

Holeman's 6-month sentence is not only appropriate, but that his original 924ay suspended

sentence was lenient, "indicat(ing) 
[his] desire to address rehabilitation and recidivism

without the need for a six month jail term" (at pp. l0-l l).

I  l . The court could reasonably infer that affording me the 3-5 days response

time to the U.S. Attorney's opposition would enable me to reinforce my entitlement to a stay

arising from the material facts it had concealed.



12' It must be noted that on July 6tr, when Ms. Goss delivered to me a copy of the

U'S' Attomey's opposition papers, I handed her the third and last installment of an affidavit

in support of a stay that I had begun drafting within the first hour of my waking up in jail on

June 29fr - the first morning of my confinement.

13. Throughout the week in which I drafted the affidavit, jail reshictions and other

complications attendant to the initial stages of confinement sharply restricted my ability to

speak to counsel by phone and take other steps to safeguard my legal rights. However, I

repeatedly requested that the Court be advised that an affidavit from me would be

forthcoming and that the motion shourd not be marked submitted.

14- On June 30tr, I gave Mr. Goldstone the first installment of my affidavit,

simultaneous with his giving me a copy of the motion for a stay and release pending appeal

that he had filed on my behalf, which I had not yet seen.2 on July 3d, I gave his assistant a

revised and extended version. On July 5d, I gave Mr. Goldstone the second installment and

the followin g day, July 6tr, gave Ms. Goss the third installmenf at which time she gave me in

addition to the U-S- Attomey's opposition papers, the Mayer, Brown supplemental brief

which I had not yet seen.3

2 There is a materially erroneous statement at p. 3 of Mr. Goldstone,s motion that..[! did notagree to the presentence report writer's request for [my] statement of remorse." This is not true. D.C.Court Services' May 28, 2004 Presentence Reporf contained no request for any rstatement ofremolse" by me. Additionally, in the same sentence of Mr. Goldstone's motion, he states that ..[I]took the witness stand" - giving the misleading impression that I was permitted to testifo. This is notso' Judge Holeman cut me off and would not permit me to testify as to my arrest and the critical daysprior thereto, to wit,May 19-22,2003 - a fact set forth in rny tutuy zi,2oo+ letter to D.c. courtServices for inclusion on the Presentence Report (annexed as pxtiiUit ..C,, to my lune 2g, 2004Affidavit-Commenting.upon and Correcting the May 28,2004 Presentence Report and in oppositionto the U.s. Aftomey's June l, 2004 Memorandum inAid of Sentencing).
3 There is a materially erroneous statement in the first paragraph of the Mayer, Brownsupplemental brief thar "[I] contacted the capital Police to inform them of [my] desire to presenrtestimony in opposition to the nomination in advance." This is untrue. It was tapitol police thatcontacted me - and the facts and circumstances of their doing to *" .""it"d by my liay 21,2003 faxto capital Police, annexed as Exhibit o'I" to my october zi, zooz motion to "n-ro.""'111j di."ou"ryrights' the prosecution's disclosure obligations, and for sanctions.



15' The three handwritten installments of my affidavit, copied over in a single

document signed by me' is annexed hereto as Exhibit "C", with its three exhibits pertaining to

the unconstitutionality of the "disruption of Congress" statute, as written and as applied,

attached hereto as Exhibits "D","p, and "F". The affidavit with exhibits was to be submitted

on the original motion and, upon the u.S. Attorney's filing of his opposition papers, in reply

thereto.

16' It was also my instructions to counsel assisting me that they provide the Court

with a copy of (a) D.c. court Services' May 2g,2004 hesentence Report; (b) the u.s.

Attorney's June l, 2004 Memorandum in Aid of sentencing; and (c) my June 2g, 2004

Affidavit Commenting upon and Correcting the May 28,2004 hesentence Report and in

opposition to the u.S. Attorney's June 1,2004 Memorandum. These are the documents

which - even without my affidavit - establish that the sentence, both imposed and as

originally announced, is without basis in the rrrord. copies arr enclosed.

17 ' As to my accompanying affidavit (Exhibit "c"), although wriffen before

seeing the U.S. Attorney's opposition, it addresses virtually every argument the u.S.

Attorney raises. Thig because it hightights, with particularity, the ..clear and convincing

evidence" of Judge Holeman's pervasive actual bias - pretrial, at fial, and post-trial -

requiring rcversal of my conviction as a matter of law. whether the standard for a stay is the

four-part test of Banv v. washineton Post co.. 52g A2d 3lg, 320-3zl (Dc l9g7) or the rwo

part test of DC Code 23-1325(c), examination of my affidavit shows that I have carried my

burden - and I challenge the U.S. Attorney to say otherwise by addressing the evidence

therein detaited.

18. Moreover, since the u.S. Auorney purports (at fn. 2) to ..recognizefJ the

seriousness of any constitutional claim", he should be expected to confront my draft memo of

law as to the unconstitutionality of the "disruption of congress,, statuteo DC 10-503.16(bx4),



as written and as applied - annexed hereto as Exhibit "D,,. This includes as to the

inapplicability of Armfietd v. u.S., 8l I A2d 7g2 (Dc 2002),and smith-caronia v. U.S. 714

Azd 764 (DC 1998), cited by the U.S. Attorney, tellingly with an inferential ..see,,, for the

proposition that "convictions under sec. l0-503. l6(bx4) have been repeatedly upheld against

both constitutional and sufficiency chailenges". As highlighted by my memo (p. 3), neither

case involved a public congressional hearing or conduct that would be consistent therewith.

19' Suffice to say that the U.S. Attomey's concealment (at p. 8) of the fact that my

alleged "disruption of Congress" consisted of my respectful request to testifu against a

federal judicial nominee whose confirmation was the subject of the Senate Judiciary

Committee hearing - substituting instead the characterizations "outburst,, and ,,disruption,, -

is a concession that he cannot identify what I did and defend the constitutionality of a
"disruption of Congress" charge based thereon.

20. Of course, by using words like "outburst" and ..disruption,,, from which

inferences of violen! threatening and abusive behavior might be reasonably drawn, the U.S.

Attorney is also able to conceal that Judge Holeman's conditions for probation were

irrelevant and unwarranted and that his initial92-dayjail sentence, no less that the 6 months.

was grossly disproportionate to my "crime" of respectfully requesting the testi&.

2l' Inasmuch as my entitlement to reversal/vacatur of my conviction is absolute

based on the "clear and convincing evidence" of Judge Holeman,s pervasive actual bias, as

set forth in my accompanying affidavit (Exhibit "c'), further response to the u.s. Attorney,s

opposition is superogatory. However, for completeness, a few observations are in order.

22. Insofar as the u.s. Attorney discerns (at p. 7) from the Mayer, Brown

supplemental brief a challenge to the "sufficiency of the evidence" and then asserts (at p. g)

that "[l cannot show that [] am likely to prevail on the sufficiency claim,,, such is untrue.

There is a videotape of the Senate Judiciary Committee hearing showing my respectful



request to testifu made after Presiding Chairman Saxby Chambliss announced the ..hearing,,

adjoumed. The videotape, collstituting celluloid DNA, is incontrovertible evidence. not

supplanted by the adversejury verdict.

Moreover, as the U.S. Attorney well knows, the jury verdict carries no weight

because the trial was polluted by Judge Holeman's prejudicial conduct and indefensible

evidentiary rulings "protecting" the government. The most immediately reversible of these

was Judge Holeman's refusal to permit me to testi$, from the witness stand as to what took

place at the hearing and the three days prior thereto , to reit, May 19-22, 2003. If the U.S.

Attorney disputes that Judge Holeman's ptrclusion of my testimony as to the events at issue

and my intent is, in and of itself, sufficient for reversal, I challenge him to provide legal

authority.

Further, as to the U.S. Attorney's claim (at fn. 3) that there was evidence that ,.[[

planned to disrupt the hearing" and that "[I] was informed by the United States capital police

that if [I] caused such a disruption, [] woutd be subject to arrest", Judge Holeman prevented

me from testi&ing on either subject. This, with knowledge of the true facts of my intent and

what I was told - such as memorialized by my contemporaneous May 21,2003 fax to Capitot

Police and my May 28, 2003 fax to Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Hatch and

Ranking Member Leahy, annexed as Exhibits "[" and "K-l'o to my October 30, 2003 motion

to enforce my discovery rights, the posecution's disclosure obligations, and for sanctions.

23. Obviously, the sentence falls with the conviction. Yet as to the 6-month jail

sentence, my accompanying affidavit (Exhibit "C") details the ..clear and convincing

evidence" that it is vindictive and retaliatory and that the conditions for probation for the

originally-announced 92-day jail sentence are, additionally, unconstitutional. Such belies the

U.S. Attorney's assertion (at p. l0) that I am "unable to show that the proposed conditions of

probation arc so clearly urtrelated to rehabilitation and prevention of recidivism that [I am]

l 0



likely to prevail on the merits of [my] attack on the sentence,,. Indeed, my affidavit

demonstrates that the conditions were:

"[Judge Holeman's] own, were irrelevant to the "disruption of Congress
charge, and had no basis in the recordln"ir inclusion was to a"f*a"
and harass ho, including by intruding on my employmenl as
coordinator of the Center for Judicial Accountability, Inc. (Ciay to tfr"point of surveilance and to prevent me nom- oisctru.ginj- -yprofessional duties by appropriats First Amendment petitioniig 

"or 
tlr"

Senators in matters pertaining to the comrption oi r"o".ui]Ji.iul
selection and discipline',. (at t[1g).

24' Finally, as to the U.S. Attomey's footnote 1 that my oral request to Judge

Holeman for a stay pending appeal was "made in response to the trial court,s asking whether

[I] accepted the terms of probation [and] preceded the trial judge's final imposition of

sentence", the transcript of June 28th should reflect that a short time after Judge Holeman

sentenced me to 6 months incarceration and ordered me locked up immediately, he had me

brought back into the courtroom for the expess purpose of informing me of my appeal rights

- at which time I reiterated my request for a stay pending appeal, which he denied.

ln view of the record of Judge Holeman's virulent and pervasive actual bias, the

U's' Attomey's suggestion that I file a motion before him for a stay is not only
"impracticable" 

[Rule s(a)(2)(A)(i)], but yet a furrher deceit.

Elena Ruth Sassower
#30r340
Correctional Treatment Facilitv

Sworn to before me
This 16tr day of July 2004

Andrea Hargrove
Notary Public, District of Columbia
My Commission Expires 07-31-2006

l t



25' The purpose of the District of Columbia Rules of professional Conduct is to

ensure the integrity of judicial proceedings. These include Rule 3.3(a)(l) proscribing a

lawyer from knowingly making a "false statement of material fact or law to a tribunal,, and

Rules 8'a(c) and (d) denominating as professional misconduct for a lawyer to ..engage in

conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, and misrepresentation,, and to ..engage in

conduct seriously interfering with the administration of justice.,, Especially is this so of a
public prosecutor who, additionally, is charged with "special Responsibilities,, under Rule

3.8.

26' The U'S. Afforney's own transcendent obligation to justice is inscribed on the

Iustice Department's walls:

"The United S-tates wins its point whenever justice is done its citizens
in the courts.,/

27' It was the U.S. Attorney's view of justice, set forth in its June lrr

Memorandum in Aid of Sentencing, that the proper sentence was "five days of incarceration,

all suspended..." (at p. l). This should have sufficed for the U.S. Attorney to have endorsed

a stay of the 6-month jail sentence that was 36 times its own recommended 5 suspended days.

28' Such endorsement of a stay was additionally compelled by the U.S. Attomey,s

knowledge that there was no Drccedent for Judge Holeman's sentence in the sentences

imposed in other "disruption of congress" cases - Smith{oronia (Terry', Schwelb, Farrell),

Armfield (Terry, Steadman, Nebeker), and Bardoff v. uS, 62g Azd g6 (1993) (Steadman,

Schwelb, Wagner) - each involving conduct, unlike at bar, falling within the statute.

4 This inscription, as quoted and remarked upon by a unanimous Supreme court in Brady v.Marvland' 373 u's' 83 (1963), was cited by my becember 3, 2003 affidavit in reply to the u.s.Attorney's opposition to my october 30, 200i motion to enforce -y'air"on".y .ighs, the prosecutiondisclosure obligations, and for sanctions (at p.23).

t2



29. Assistant u.s. Attomey John R. Fisher, who heads the u.S. Attorney,s appears
section and whose name appears on the opposition papers, was ,,on the brief, in each of these
three cases and presumably, in a host of other "protest', '.demonstration,, 

cases pertaining to
non'violent speech and conduct on U.S. capitol grounds that went up on appear. Had he
taken seriously his obligation to see justice done, he would have provided the court with
relevant contextual facts about these cases, such as ar€ reflected by Mr. Gordstone,s
accompanying affidavit (Exhibit "G"). In pertinent part, Mr. Goldstone states:

"4' In the thousands of free speech cases that I have been counsel ofrecord, I have never seen a sentence remotery approaching the sentence' of six months in jail in addition to the $i!0 fi'ne to the victims Fund anda $500 !finel, In only one case that I can recall did I witness a sentenceof jail time for non_violent speech_related conducl and that involvedfour activists who got sentenc-.d to u r"* ouv, in jair in the rate r 9g0,safter they disrupted the Supreme court *riiL it was in session, andduring sentencing ailocution, tord the Judge th; they wourd continue todisrupt the Supreme court until it .ttan'!"J-it, position on abortionrights.
To ml knowledge, no one in the last 20 years who has been anested for

,toj$"t 
in a public congressional hearing has served a minute ofjail

30' Mr' Fisher did not himself sign the opposition papers. Rather, it appears his
signature was penned by John P. Mannarino, an Assistant u.s. Attorney who, additionally,
appears to have signed for u'S. Attorney Kenneth wainstein. No explanation is provided as
to why Mr' Mannarino's superiors have not affixed their own signatures so as to signifr their
knowledge and consent to what is being represented in their names.

3l' hesuming that Mr. Mannarino drafted the opposition papers, there is no
excuse for his concealment of the material facts presented by my motion in order to make
false claims as to its sufficiency and avoid issues dispositive of my rights. He must be
forcefully sanctioned - as likewise his superiors who knowingly permitted misconduct

t 3



whose consequence has been to deny me the release to which I am entitled.s Especially is
this so as it has now become clear to me - from my very limited research time in the jail,s
law library - that his opposition papers also materially omi! disto6 and misrepresent the
law.

32' The premise of Mr. Mannarino's opposition papers - announced by its first
page - is that DC code 23-1325(c) is 'the governing statute,, and that I have ..not canied

[my] burden" thereunder' The inference throughout is that I have not met my burden before
this Court by my motion papers.

33' Mr' Mannarino is presumed to know - because he conceals it from his
abridged quotation from D.c. code 23-1325(c) - that the initial burden before this court is
that of Judge Holeman, who was required to make findings. This is not reflected under his
section heading "Applicable 

Legal hinciples and Standards of Review,, (atp.4y.lnstead, he
substitutes the elliptical statemen! "this Court 'will defer greatly to the trial court,s factual
findings' and determines de novo whether a substantial legal question has been raised,,, citing
Payne v' U.S., 792 A2d 237,240 (200r) (Ruiz, Reid, Nebeker). what Mr. Mannarino then
needed to plainly state is that Judge Holeman made no factual findings and to identifr the
legal consequences, based on the vast experience and resources of the u.s. Attomey,s office.

34. From the expness ranguage of D.c. code 23-1325(d) giving this court ..de

novo consideration" of whether there is "clear and convincing evidence,, that the appeat
raises "a substantial question of law or fact likely to result in a reversal or order for a new

5 since Mr' Mannarino and his superiors obviously have no concept of what it means to beincarcerated' an appropriate sanction *""iJ u" to give thern a tasie or what they so cavalierly wouldhave me endure for 6 months.. As the ofp*ition pup"r, *"r" alftea auringih;fi;.;;k of myincarceration' I propose that they u" r"niJti""o.to a "ompu.uur" *""t in jail: (a) 5 hours spent in thecold and dirty holding cells beneath D.c. Superior court lcou.t orappears; (b) transport in chains toD'c' Jail with attendant 8-hour pto."rring; lil4 d?yj i" p.c. l"ii, including initial lsr day lockdown;
ffi-nour 

transfer to the adjoining coiecilonal Treatment F"liriry foilowed by a 2 % day lock

t4



trial", this court is empowered to make its own independent assessment.6 As forthe first

criterion for release - a finding based on "clear and convincing evidence,, that I am .,not

likely to flee or pose a danger to any other person or to the p,roperty of others, @.c. code

23'1325(c)), Mr. Mannarino may be presumed to know that there is no need to waste time

with a remand pursuant to D.c. code 23-1324(b), as this court can well see for itself from

Mr' Mannarino's failure to make any argument to the contrary, that there is no evidence that I

am either a flight risk or danger.T

35' Just as Mr. Mannarino conceals that Judge Holeman made no findings in

denying me release pending appeal, so he conceals that Judge Holeman gave no reasons for

his originally-announced 92'day suspended/credited sentence with probation terms and,

likewise, none for his 6-month jair sentence (excepting my ..pride,,). The impor&ance of

neasons in explaining a santedce is clear from Johnson v. u.s. ,62g Azd l00g (lgg3) (Rogers,

Terry, Sullivan) - a qNe which Mr. Mannarino cites without disclosing its pertinent holding,

namely, that where circumstances give rise to a "presumption of vindictiveness,, in a judge,s

sentence, the reasons for the sentence "must affirmatively appear,,, Johnson at t 0 | 3, quoting

North Carolina v. Pearce, 395 U.S. 711,737 (1969).

36' This case unequivocally presents not just a "presumption of vindictiveness,,,

but its actuality - and Mr. Mannarino's knowledge of this may be seen by his omission from

his opposition pape'n of atl the facts set forth by my motion from which Judge Holeman,s

vindictiveness is obvious.* This is then compounded by his omission of the fact thal but for

u see Exhibit *c',1ftp5'2g ("Likelihood of success on the Merits,,). Also, exhibits ..D,,, ..E,,,*F" and "G" as to the unconstitutionality of the "disruption of cong."r.,, statute, as written and asapplied.

7 see Exhibit "c", |lfll 32-34 ('AStay would Not Substantially Harm other Interested parties.)

r In addition to those set forth al 19 supra, Mr. Mannarino omitted that the 6-month jailsentence and $500 fine are each the maximum under D.c. code 10.503.16(bX4), as well as tne act(albeit not identified by the motion) that ttre $250 to the victims or viot"nf b.i-o compensationFund is the maximum thereunder.

l 5



Judge Holeman's vindictive bias, no reasons "affirmatively appear', in the record to explain

the stark disparity between Judge Holeman's sentence, both original and subsequently

imposed and the pertinent documents before him: D.c. court Services, May 2gtr hesentence

Report, the U.S. Attomey's June ltt Memorandum in Aid of Sentencing - each of whose

rccommendations took into account that I was not remorseful, contrite, and acknowledged no

wrongdoing - as well as my June 28tr Aflidavit responding to these two documents.

37' The record is replete with overwhelming proof of Judge Holeman,s pervasive

actual bias "protecting" the government. This includes covering up for the u.S. Attorney

whose misconduct infused the proceedings. The u.S. Attorney is now returning the favor

before this court by covering up for Judge Horeman's misconduct.

38' Mr' Mannarino and his higher-ranking would-be signators must be required to

identiff their familiarity with the record at the time the u.S. Attorney,s opposition papers

were filed. In particular, they must be required to identifr their familiarity with my April 6th

petition for a writ of mandamus and prohibition for Judge Holeman,s disqualification. Such

is identified by my motion (at pp. l'2, 5) as providing "a full factual summary of the case,,
"and whose pleadings" were expressly cited as setting forth reasons for the granfing of a stay

and my immediate release from incarceration.

39' Should the U.S. Attorney oppose this motion for my release, it should be by

sworn statement under penalties of perjury. Since this Court disposed of the April 6ft petition

without awaiting or requiring a response from the u.s. Attorney - sending a copy of its April

8h order to Assistant u.s. Attorney Fisher (Exhibit "Br,) - Mr. Fisher should now be

expected to address the facts and law prcsented as to the sufiiciincy of my February 23d and

March 22nd motions for Judge Holeman's disqualification underlying the petition.

40. consistent with my view in my June 2gth Affidavit (at pp. 2, z4), and

reiterated at sentencing that it is unethical for the u.S. Attorney to urge any sentence .bhere
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it has made no representation that I have had due process" and where the Assistant U.S.

Attorneys handling the case before Judge Holeman personally know that ..I was denied due

process, I was railroaded to trial, I was wrongfully convicted,' (at p. g, lns. l3_ls), it is

likewise my view that it would be unethical for the U.S. Attorney to oppose a stay pending

appeal and my rclease unless he is willing to affirmatively state that I have had due process.

4l' Judge Nebeker is presumed to be knowledgeable and familiar with my April

6tr mandamus petition to disquali0 Judge Holeman - and the record on which it rested.

summarized by my February z3'd and March 22"d motions for Judge Holeman,s

disqualification. His name appears on the unsigned April 8th order of the 3-judge panel

@anell, Glickman, Nebeker) (Exhibit "8") denying the mandamus relief to which mv

petition entitled me as a matter of law.

42. Such matter of law entitlement is this Court's own caselaw: its decision in

Anderson v. U.S.,754 A2d 920 (2000) (Wagner, Reid, Mack), and its prior en banc decision

in scott v. U.S., 559 A2d 745 (1989) (Rogers, Mach Newman, Ferren, Terry, Steadman,

Schwelb, Pryor). In the words of Anderson, resting on Scott:

"... this court has recognized that where a trial judge should recuse, but
declines to do so, a writ of mandamus is the uppropiiut" remedy.',

43' *Without mone, such clear and unequivocal language in Anderson and its

antecedents in Scott" sufficed to establish my entitlement to ..the appropriate rcmedy,, of

mandamus review of Judge Holeman's wrongful denial of recusal. This was so-stated at

Point I of my "Reasons Why the Writ Should rssue" (at pp. g-12), which then went on to

demonstrate that my case was 4 fortiori to both Anderson and Scott.

44' Because Point I was dispositive of my right to mandamus review, the 3-judge

panel ienor€d it entirely' Instead, in a single boilerplate sentence that concealed that the

mandamus at issue was forjudicial disqualification, the panel falsely claimed:
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"The petitioner has failed to show a clear and
issuance of the writ of mandamus. See Banov
850, 857 (D.C. 1996)."

indisputable right to
v. Kennedy,694 A.2d

45' Unlike Anderson and $cog, Banov (Steadman, Ruiz, Belson) has nothing to

do with judicial disqualification. Rather, Banov enunciates the traditional use of mandamus

to restrain "judicial 'usurpation of power"' where the right to relief is ..clear and

indisputable". This was particularized by Point 2 of my "Reasons Why the Writ Should

Issue" (pp. 12-16). Citing Banov, it showed that I had a "clear and indisputable,, right arising

from Judge Holeman's violation of this jurisdiction's mandatory disqualification provision

(D'C' Superior Court Civil Procedure Rule 63-I, made applicable by Superior Court Criminal

hocedurc Rule 57(a)). Such barred him from proceeding further in the face of my timely

and sufficient February 23d and March 22nd motions for his disqualification - with the result

that he had "no lawful right or power to proceed as judge on the trial,,, Berger v. U.S.. 255

u.s.22,36 (t921).

46' As this Point 2 was not only dispositive of my right to mandamus review, but

my right to Judge Holeman's disqualification, the 3-judge panel concealed all its facts, law,

and legal argument. The panel did the same with regard to my point 3 which, also citing

Banov. showed that because my Febru ary 23d and March 22d motions demonstrated Judge

Holeman's pervasive actual bias reaching the "impossibility of fair judgment, standard of

Liteky. my petition presented the "extraordinaqr" and "exceptional,, circumstances entitling

me to mandamus on that recognized ground as well (pp.16-lg).

47' The 3'judge panel followed the same approach of concealing all factg law and

legal argument with regard to my Point 4 for certiorari and/or certification of questions of law

(pp.19-20). Indeed, it did not even identifr the question of law at issue:

"whether D.c. code $10-503.1g entitles petitioner to removal/transfer
9{ th." underlying criminal case to the U.S. District court for the
District of columbi4 where, additionally, the recoro rn the o.c.
Superior court estabrishes a long-standing pattern of egregious
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violations of her fundamental due process rights and .protectionism, 
of

the government.,' (petition, at p. 2).

48. The extent of what the 3-judge panel has to say was:

"Petitions for a writ of certiorari seek to invoke an appellate court,s
discretionary review and are not issued by this court since itsjurisdiction is established by statute. D.C. CoOe gt l-721(2001). Nor is
a writ of certification justified since the issues in question invjve D.C.
law and cannot be answered by the highest court of another state. D.C.
Code gt t-723 (2001)."

49' In fact, my petition did not ask that "the highest Court of another state,, answer

the question as to the interpretation of D.c. code l0-503.1g and the rights of a criminal

defendant thereunder. Rather, -- and consistent with my request for certiorari and my

observation that had Judge Holeman not been so pervasively biased he might have taken

steps to secure a ruling by this court on the "question of law which has not been but should

be decided by this Coutt" @.C. Court of Appeals Rute 6) - I was seeking to have this Court,

as the highest appellate Court in the District of Columbia - certifu the quction to itsqlf.s

50. In the same Aprir gft order as disposed of my 2}-page April 6ft petition

without identifring any of the facts law, and legal argument it had presentedo so the 3-judge

panel disposed of my accompanying 9-page motion without identifying any of its facts, law,

and legalargument.

51' Describing it as my "motion for stay and disqualification,,, the April gs order

was materially incomplete and misleading as to my requested relief. Concealed was that the

motion was for a stay of the scheduled trial pending adjudication of the mandamus petition

forjudicial disqualification - and not, as might otherwise be thought, of a mandamus petition

t Severe limitations on library access have prevented me from verifting whether, as the 3-judgepanel claimed, a petition for a writ of certiorari isnot available thr;ugh this Court. suftice to say thatthe cited D'c. code ll-721entitled, "orders and judgments of the iuperio. court,, does not exhaustthis court's jurisdiction. D.c. code 23-1325(-c), peirtaining to."t"^e following conviction, twicerefers to apetition for a writ of certiorari", and ihii court's"Rule it1"y "*pr"rsly pertains to..otherExtraordinary writs" apart from mandamus and prohibition and such would-reasonably includecertiorari.
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unrelated to judicial disqualification or perhaps even pending appeal. Also concealed was

that I sought disclosure by this court's judges in addition to disqualification.

52' Since the 3-judge panel had already denied the mandamus petition, the stay

relief should have been denied as moot. Instead, the panel pulled out conclusory boilerplate

to falsely claim:

"Petitioner has failed to meet the standard necessary to justi& a stay,
see Barry v- rv'ashington post co., 529 A.zd 3r9 (D.t. rqsD,-nor
shown an adequate basis for her alternative request tirat we disregard
that standard.,'

53. Like Banov, which has nothing to do with judicial disqualification, Barry has

nothing to do with standards for a stay pending adjudication of a mandamus petition, let alone

a mandamus petition for judicial disqualification. It enunciates standards for a stay pending

appeaf' This was set forth by my motion (pp.2-7), which formulated standards that would

more appropriately govern a motion to stay proceedings before a judge whose

disqualification is the subject of a pending mandamus petition - as to which this Court

appears to have no caselaw. Even still, my motion demonstrated my entitlement to a stay

pursuant to Barry.

54. The 3-judge panel then devoted its two

disqualification of the Court,s judges:

Iongest sentences to the

"...,h: requested disqualification of all members of this Court is not
only impractical, it has, as discussed in the Superior court,s August
2003 memorandum explaining its denial of pititioner,s motion for
change of venue, no basis in fact. The petitioner has failed to identifi
any support for her blanket assertion that the courts and judges of thisjurisdiction cannot be impartial in cases such as ner's 1sic1 *t i"f,
involve the United States Congress."

These false and conclusory claims are exposed as such by pages 7-9 of my motion.

55' Firstly, my motion did not ask for the disqualification of ..all,, the Court,s

judges' Rather, it asked for the disqualification of those judges who ..cannot be fair and

impartial or otherwise make appropriate disclosue" (at p.9). If, practically speaking, that
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meant "all" the Court's judges because they all fall in such category, a remedy was readily at-

hand by rcmoving/transfening the case to the u.S. District court for the District of columbia

pursuant to D.C. Code 10-503.18.

56. Secondly, the "August 2003" memorandume plainly does not present any facts

pertaining to the seven subsequent months culminating in my April 6, 2004 mandamus

petition. Indeed, as to the month of August 2003 itself, the memorandum conceals all facts

pertaining to the violative, oppressive judicial conduct that triggered my change of venue

motion' That my petition expressly identified the memorandum as "dishonest, self-serving,,

(at p. 7), with corroborating specifics provided by my underlying March 22d motion (at pp.

22-26), only underscores the inappropriateness of its being cited by the panel.

57. Moreover, the "August 2003' memorandum conceals that this case has
"explosive rcpercussions [which] would rightfully torpedo the political careers of some of the

most powerful members of the Senate.l0 It thus conceals precisely what the last words of the

April 8tr order conceal, namely, that it is a misleading euphemism to describe this case as
"involv[ing] the United States Congress." More accurately, it impacts politically and

personally on some of the Senate's most influential members - including those on whom the

Court is directly dependent for funding.

58. As for the pretense that I "failed to identifi any support" for what is

characterized as my "blanket assertion that the courts and judges of this jurisdiction cannot be

impartial", implying, in the process, that my motion did not even assert that D.C. Superior

judges had not been fair and impartial, is to completely obliterate the contents of my petition

particularizing - with an underlying record documentarily establishing - a pattern of actual

e The memorandum being referred to- is presumably D.C. Superior Court Judge Abrecht's
undated memorandum - as to which a date of September +, zOOS is noted by the casefii-e docket andso-reflected by Exhibits "A" and o'C" to my petition, being two separate orders of Judge Holeman.

:i Sec my August 17,2003 motion for reargument, disclosure, disqualification and transfer (ar p.5).
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bias by D'C' Superior Court judges reaching a level of lawlessness and criminality with

Judge Holeman, in which D.C. Superior Court's highest supervisory judges were

complicitous.

59. It is consistent with the 3-judge panel's cover-up - concealing that the

mandamus at issue involved judicial disqualification, let alone for pervasive actual bias,

concealins that the certiorarilcertification involved removal/transfer of this case, let alone on

a "record in D.C. Superior Court establish[ing] a long-standing pattern of egregious on-going

violations of fundamental due process rights and 'protectionism' of the governmeng

concealing that there was "any' prcsentation of facts as to judiciat partiality, not to mention

colruption - that the April 8th order concealed, without adjudication, the specific ..other and

further relief'requested by my petition (at p. l):

"'appropriate action'against [Judge Holeman] and the U.S. Attorney for
the District of columbi4 pursuant to canon 3(DXl) and (2),'Disciplinary Responsibilities' of the Code of Judicial Conduct for the
District of columbia courts, applicable to this court's judges.,'

60. As pointed out by my motion (at p. g), the court's ..Disciplinary

Responsibilities" arc mandatory and the "appropriate action" compelled by the record was

securing "an oflicial investigation of the perversion of the judicial process that had taken

place."

61. The 3-judge paner, thus alerted to its mandatory ..Disciplinary

Responsibilities"' over and beyond its adjudicative ones, jettisoned both by its demonstrably

and pervasively dishonest April 8th order.

62. No judge participating in such order can lay claim to being fair and impartial -

or properly adjudicate the further proceedings it generated - all null and void by reason of

Judge Holeman's violation of Rule 63-I - the subject of my mandamus petition.
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63- The participation of Judges Steadman and Reid in the unsigned July 7s order

(Exhibit "A") raises reasonable question as to their fairness and impartiatity, warranting

disclosure pursuant to Canon 3F of the Code of Judicial Conduct for the District of Columbia

Courts.

64' First and foremost, Judges Steadman and Reid should disclose whether their

participation in the July 7th order was informed by their personal review of my April 6s

petition and accorfpanying motion. If so, Judge Nebeker's misconduct and that of Judges

Fanell and Glickman with respect to the April 8tr order @xhibit .,B,) would have been

immediately obvious to them - and especially as Judge Steadman participated in this Court,s

en banc decision in Scott and Judge Reid participated in the 3-judge decision in Anderson.

65. Judges Steadman and Reid should disclose whether their professional and

personal relationships with those judges - or any other, whether on this court the D.c.

Superior Court, or the New York Court of Appeals (past or present) - have impacted on the

impartiality of their j udgment.

66. They should also disclose whether they themselves examined rny underlying

February 23'd and March 22nd motions for Judge Holeman's disqualification - from which

they could readily discern that I was entitled to immediate release from jail, as Judge

Holeman was without authority to proceed further in face of such timely and sufficient

motions. The sentence, as likewise the conviction on which it rests, is null and void.

67. Judge Reid should additionally disclose whether his faimess and impartiality

have been influenced by the fact that my petition exposes (at p. I l) that the Anderson

decision denied the judicial disqualification relief sought by the criminal defendant therein on

an incorrect statement of law that 'Judicial rulings" are "legally insufficient to establish bias
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requiring recusal" - a proposition expressly rejected 6 years earlier by the Supreme Court in

Liteky.

68. Liteky was at the heart of my right to Judge Holernan's disquatification on my

petition for mandamus. Likewise, it will be at the heart of my appeal, requiring the Court to

identiff - and by its decision to demonstrate - that judicial conduct and rulings suffice to

disqualiff when they demonstrate pervasive actual bias reaching an ..impossibility of fair

judgment" standard.

69, As to Judge Nebeker, there is no reasonable question as to his faimess and

impartiality. His actual bias has been demonshated by the April gtr order @xhibit "B.)

which, together with the July 7s order (Exhibit "A'o), would suflice for a motion for his

disqualification based on Liteky.

70. Should Judge Nebeker not disqualifu himself on this motion where all the

facts, law, and legal argument presented by my mandamus petition have a second birth in

establishing my entitlement to a stay pending appeal and immediate release, he should

address the specifics of his misconduct as hereinabove particularized.

71. The dozen or so judges of this Court constitute a small collegial group having

close professional and personal relationships with each other. Likewise, and as highlighted

by pages 7'9 of my April 6e motiorg there arc close professional and personal relationships

between this Court's judges and those of the Superior Court - and all the more so for being

housed in the same building. Both Courts get their funding directly from Congress - with

appropriations voted on by the very Senators whose corrrrption of federal judicial selection is

exposed by this case.

72. It is simply not possible to view the brazenness of Judge Holeman,s

misconduct - and the pattern of misconduct by senior Superior Court judges that preceded it
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- as anything other than a "collusive plan to 'protect' powerful U.S. Senators and Capitol

Police by railroading me to trial on this bogus 'disruption of Congress' charge without the

documents and witnesses to which [I was] entitled."ll Especially is this so when one takes

into account the wilful and deliberate failure of D.C. Superior Court,s highest judges to

discharge their mandatory disciplinary and administrative responsibilities when I turned to

them for supervisory oversighg as well as this Couft's own performance on my April 6tr

petition and accompanying motion.

73' My April 6ft petition was a breathtaking tour de force - imposing a duty upon

this Court to give application and substance to its own decisional law pertaining to judicial

integrity and imparti ality,t2 as well as to its own Code of Judicial Conduct for the District of

Columbia Courtso also applicable to its own judges. Among these: its en banc decision in

Scoff. reiterated in Andenon, that mandamus is "the appropriate remedy'o to review a trial

judge's wrongful denial of recusal, its decision in Fischer v. Estate of Flar gl5 A2d I (2003)

(Terry, Farrell, Belson), recognizing Liteky as the "goveming standard" for bias motion

under Rule 63-I; and its Canon 3E and F pertaining to judicial disqualification and disclosure

and 3D pertaining to disciplinary r€sponsibilities. That it also presented the Court with the

opportunity, if not the duty, to interpret D.C. Code 10-503.18 pertaining to venue of
"disruption of Congress" cases and a criminal defendant's rights thereunder only made the

petition that much morc spectacular.

74. As to the interpretation of DC code l0-503.1g, my petition (at pp. 34, lg)

showed that Judge Holeman, as likewise the U.S. Attorney, engaged in deceitful pretense so

as to avoid addressing its language. That language should now be the basis for

rr See my April 6s motion, !f22.

t2 "Our own court has been one of the most vigilant in holding trial judges to a rigid standard ofimpartial appearance," Foster v. Reilly , 618 A2d I 9l, 195 (1992), d"issenting opinion of Senior JudgeReilly - quoted at footnote 2 of my April 6tr motion.
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rcmoving/transfening this case to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia so

that at least on appeal, this case can have the benefit of adjudication by a fair and impartial

tribunal - such as has not been demonstrated by this Court .

75. The facts law hereinabove recited mandate, first and foremosl the

granting of a stay pending appeal and my immediate release from incarceration. Shoutd the

Court dispute those facts and law, it should be by a reasoned decision addressed thereto - and

signed by the judges. Only thus can it demonstrate that 'the case was fully considered and

resolved in accordance with the facts and law"l3 - by those charged with the duty to do just

that.

76. Reasons, speciffing facts and based on law, should also be the ..governing

standard" if the following alternative relief is denied:

77. Judge Holeman's originally-announced jail sentence was 92 days, with credit

for time scrued and "suspen[sion ofl execution of all remaining time" (transcript p. 16, lns. l-

3).

78. The statutory provision goveming suspension of execution of sentence is D.C.

Code 16'760. This is the same statute as is cited by the U.S. Attorney's opposition papers (at

p. 3) for the proposition that "A person may not be put on probation without [her] consent, -

a citation intended to imply Judge Holeman's adherence to the law and respect for my rights

in inquiring whether I consented to his probation terms. Ye! clear from the statute - and

altogether concealed by the opposition papers - is that the terms of probation are the
13 See my August 17,2003 motion for reargument, disclosure, disqualification and transfer, atpge 4, quoting Dworets-ky v. Dworetsky,152 A.D.2d 895, 896 (Ny Appellate Division, Third Dept1989), cited in Nadel v' L.o. Real0, corp.. 286 A.D.zd 136, l3l (Ny Appellate Division, First Dept.2001):

"[T]he inclusion ofthe Court's reasoning is necessary from a societal standpoint in order tourssune the public that judicial decision-making is reasoned rather than arbifirv."

rl ar
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conditions for suspending execution of sentence. Thus, when I declined to consent to the

probation terms, I forfeited the suspension of execution of sentence, not the sentence.

79' Plainly implicit in the announcement of sentence is the recognition that a

defendant cannot give informed consent unless he is advised of the consequence in

withholding it. Nor would the right to withhold consent be meaningful if a judge could

punish such exercise by thereafter scrapping the announced sentence and imposing a

maximum sentence in its stead.

80' Due to my confinement, my opportunity and means for researching caselaw

interpreting DC Code 16-760 has been extremely limited. Even still, the case of Schwasta v.

U'S', 392 AZd l07l (197s) (Newman, Kearno Hanis), provides the obvious interpretation of

the statute, to wit; that it "permits the trial court to grant probation only after it has imposed a

sentence and suspended its execution,'at 1073.

81. By contras! the U.S. Attorneyn with its limitless access to caselaw

supplementing its own day-to-day experiences, has been unable to furnish any legal authority

or prccedent relating to suspension of execution of sentence and probation to sustain what

Judge Holeman did - doubling to the 6-month maximum, without prior notice or opportunity

to be heard, an already-announced 92-day jail sentence - for no reason other than my exercise

ofmy lawful right to withhold consent.

82. That the U.S. Attorncy is not ashamed to cite (pp. 5, I l) Alabama v. Smith,

490 U'S' 794, 801 (1989) - a case having nothing to do with suspending execution of

sentence and probation - to advance a legal argument that is not only palpably frivolous, but

whose factual falsity is exposed by the U.S. Attorney's own sentencing recommendation of
"five days ofincarceration all suspended" underscores the deceit that pervades his opposition

papers to conceal Judge Holeman's lawless, vindictive and unconstifutional conduct.
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83' Absent legal authority to sustain Judge Holeman's scrapping of his originally-

imposed 924ay jail sentence for no rcason other than my withholding consent to his terms of

probation, I am entitled to its reinstatement as a {natter of law.

B: Deferrin9 Perfection of mv Apneal90 Davs from mv Release from Incarceration

84. The serious and substantial issues to be raised and developed on this appeal -

as outlined at paragraphs 25-29 of my Exhibit "C" affidavit (*Likelihood of Success on the

Merits") -- would be a major undertaking for a skilled attorney, who has the benefit of space,

quiet research and library resources, a computer, printer, copier, sundries such as paper clips,

and post-its - not to mention a full litigation file, including hial exhibits and documents

marked for identifi cation.

85. For an incarcerated pro se criminal appellant, who has none of these things,

cxcepting access for three hours a week to a limited law library collection, where there is no

competent or even helpful, librarian, and no working copier, the prcspect of developing,

researching, and writing an appellate brief and assembling an appendix is ovenvhelming.

86. Being in jail is hard enough without being required to perfect a makeshift

appeal under such impossible circumstances which, in order to accomplish, would necessitate

that I withdraw from the jail's educational programming for which, upon completion, I get lg

days cut from my 6-month jail sentence.

87. As I will have already completed my jail sentence by the time my meritorious

appeal is perfected, argued, and decided by the Court, there is absolutely no neason not to

defer the perfecting of the appeal to after my release from jail so that I can do a proper job of

pesentrrg the facts and law to vindicate not only my trampled rigtrts, btrt those of the public

whose interest I have devotedly championed.

I

I:
t i

i
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88. There is no prejudice in defening the perfection of the appeal to 90 days

rub*ing my release ftom incarceration * and such would resoundingly serv€ the interest of

justice, which is the very purpos€ of the appellate process.

Elena Ruth Sassower
#30r340
Correctinnal Treatment Fac i I itv

Sworn to before me
this l2h day of August 2004

Andrea Hargrove
Notary Public, District of Columbia
My commission expires 07-31-2006
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